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I. INTRODUCTION

Both federal and state governments are undertaking efforts to clean up the environment on a vast scale. Although 1200 sites are currently on the National Priorities List of sites requiring Superfund activity, the number of contaminated sites in need of clean-up may ultimately exceed 30,000.¹ The clean-up of these sites may cost governmental entities and private parties up to $500 billion and require fifty years of effort.² To date, the federal government has appropriated $8.5 billion to the Superfund program to conduct remedial investigation studies and fund enforcement efforts.³ With the clean-up of contamination at some sites costing hundreds of millions of dollars, the balance of clean-up funding is expected to come from private sources.

Insurers and businesses view potential responsibility for clean-up costs as posing the threat of an insurance crisis leading to the

---

². See Acton supra, note 1; Ashley supra, note 1.
possibility of financial ruin. Not surprisingly, vigorous dispute has arisen as to whether expenditures to clean up environmental contamination are a regular business expense as insurers argue, or a loss covered by insurance as claimed by businesses.

As mentioned previously, environmental cleanup actions involve potentially huge costs. Coupled with the current conflict in judicial decisions over what events may result in liability, as well as what clean-up related expenses may be covered under insurance policies, both businesses and insurers should attempt to reduce uncertainty by identifying the issues which may arise and taking the appropriate steps to resolve such issues.

Contamination claims may require extensive factual investigation of divergent events which relate either to the cause of contamination or to the insurance obtained by the business. These events, which may have occurred many years before the business received a demand from a governmental entity to respond to actual or possible contamination, may have occurred over a long period of time and may have involved many different individuals.

The best evidence of the cause of contamination and whether coverage may exist under insurance policies may be contained in documents that were contemporaneous with the conduct but which, through the passage of time, have been lost or destroyed. Persons who are knowledgeable as to the events resulting in contamination as well as insurance may be deceased or no longer employed by the business.

This Article intends to provide some insight into the insurance issues that arise when environmental claims are brought against businesses. Part II of the Article considers the origin of an environmental claim against a business and its relation to the issue of insurance coverage. Part III suggests practical responses business insureds may wish to take when faced with a claim by the government. Part IV explores the variety of coverage defenses

5. See infra notes 10-16 and accompanying text.
6. See infra notes 17-72 and accompanying text.
asserted by insurers and the reaction of courts to such use. Part V raises tactical considerations a business insured will want to examine when pursuing insurance coverage for environmental claims. Lastly, Part VI examines the possibility for resolving disputes over coverage for environmental cleanup costs.

II. COMMENCEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLAIMS AND INSURANCE BACKGROUND

A. Commencement Of Proceedings Or Claim

Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the federal government may request information and an investigation into the nature and extent of contamination, or may request initiation of clean-up measures. These measures may be time-consuming and expensive. Thus, the receipt of a letter or notification may require the substantial expenditure of both legal fees to deal with the governmental entity and costs to remedy contamination. Generally, the longer proceedings continue or are delayed, the more expensive clean-up measures may become due to inflation and the continued spread of contamination.

B. General Policy Coverage

Most businesses purchased general liability policies that were intended to cover tort liabilities commonly encountered by

7. See infra notes 73-126 and accompanying text.
8. See infra notes 127-148 and accompanying text.
9. See infra note 148 and accompanying text.
11. California similarly authorizes a request for information and investigation of contamination through either the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, the attorney general, or the district attorney. See CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 25358.3(a)(1) (West Supp. 1990).
12. See 42 U.S.C. § 9606(a) (1988). Many states, such as California, also have statutes permitting the state to force a responsible party to take appropriate removal or remedial action. See CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 25358.3(3)(a)(1) (West Supp. 1990).
These policies are generally referred to as "Comprehensive General Liability" policies (hereinafter CGL policies). In addition, some businesses purchased specialized insurance policies designed to provide coverage for environmental contamination claims. These policies are commonly referred to as "Environmental Impairment Liability" policies (hereinafter EIL policies). Either policy type may provide some coverage for environmental claims. Any business faced with environmental claims must consider the application of either type of insurance policy to these claims.

III. THE INSURED'S PRACTICAL RESPONSE TO A CLAIM


14. It is fundamental to note that any insurance policy is an agreement designed to transfer the risk of accidental loss from one person (the insured) to another (the insurer). Different persons may receive the benefits of such transference. "First party" policies are designed to compensate the insured for losses the insured has sustained. "Third party" policies, also referred to as general liability or public liability, policies such as the comprehensive general liability policies, in contrast, are designed to compensate third parties for losses occasioned by the insured's conduct. KEETON, INSURANCE LAW, § 4.8(a) at 232 (1971); 2 LONG, THE LAW OF LIABILITY INSURANCE, § 10.01 at 10-2 (1989); Clifford, Property Insurance In General, CALIFORNIA INSURANCE LAW & PRACTICE, § 35.01[3] at 35-6 (1989). This article is necessarily concerned with coverage issues relative to liability policies.

15. For a general discussion of policyholder expectations relative to environmental matters, see generally Peters, INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR SUPERFUND LIABILITY: A PLAIN MEANING APPROACH TO THE POLLUTION EXCLUSION CLAUSE, 27 WASHBURN L.J. 161 (1987); Chesler, Rodburg & Smith, PATTERNS OF JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE LIABILITY, 18 RUTGERS L.J. 9 (1986).

16. For a general discussion on EIL policies and the risks such policies were intended to cover, see generally P. Milvy, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAIRMENT LIABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT, ENVTL. L. F. 33 (Oct. 1982); A REPORT BY COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS MANAGEMENT WITH COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS, LIABILITY INSURANCE AGAINST ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE: A STATUS REPORT—JUNE 1982, 38 BUS. LAW. 217 (1982).
A. Obtain Records Of Insurance And Conduct Giving Rise To Claim

Just as the insured’s responsibility to the governmental entity is based on evidence of the insured’s conduct, an insurer’s responsibility to the insured is based on evidence of the insurance agreement executed between the insurer and the insured business. The starting point in an attempt by a business to establish coverage for environmental claims centers on obtaining copies of insurance policies.

Very commonly, a pollution claim will involve conduct stretching over a multiple year period which commenced many years before the onset of the claim. Pollution that occurred over a course of years may implicate multiple policy periods and multiple insurers. From a practical standpoint, the more insurers that a potentially liable business may ascertain, the greater the potential to create a coverage pool adequate to discharge the claimed liability. Upon receipt of a letter or notification from a governmental entity, the business should work to locate records that not only describe the conduct which allegedly gave rise to the contamination, but also that outline the extent of insurance coverage.

As a first step in locating relevant documents, a business may want to review its policies for retaining records. A review of recordkeeping policies would assist a business in gauging the potential existence of past records.

Second, businesses may attempt to identify the insurance brokers who were responsible for obtaining insurance so that a coverage chronology of potentially responsible insurers may be developed. The persons who acted on behalf of the business to obtain insurance may also want to be ascertained and contacted. In some instances, these individuals might be able to recall the identity of an insurer or broker involved.

17. See infra notes 103-111 and accompanying text.
Third, businesses may want to locate documents evidencing communications made in the course of obtaining the insurance policies. If EIL insurance was obtained or considered, any communications relative to this insurance should also be ascertained.

Once all potentially responsible insurers are ascertained, a business should notify all known insurers about the claim brought by a government entity. The insurance broker should be requested to try and locate responsible claims-handling personnel. Any information possessed by the insured should be sent to the insurer together with a request that the person responsible for handling claims contact the insured as soon as possible so that a meaningful dialogue can begin.

B. Inability To Find Policies--Tactical Considerations

If actual copies of insurance policies cannot be ascertained, the insured should attempt to obtain the information through other means. In some instances, excess policies may list, by insurer, the underlying insurance available to the insured during the excess policy period. Policy numbers may be included on the schedule. The insurance broker’s records may reflect the issuance of policies through copies of premium payments, ledger card systems, or other means used to record the issuance of policies.

Generally, the insured has the burden to demonstrate the potential applicability of coverage\(^\text{18}\) and the insurer has the burden to prove any exclusions to coverage.\(^\text{19}\) Some question exists

---


whether a policy number, without more, will suffice as evidence of
a policy. Policy numbers may not reflect the type of coverage
actually provided, and, where policy prefixes do not identify the
coverage type, an insurer may contend that the mere policy number
is insufficient to prove that a particular type of policy, such as a
CGL, was issued.20

Preparation of a coverage chronology may aid in resolving
questions as to what insurance coverage may have existed during
periods for which policies are initially determined to be missing or
for which the insured has duplicative coverage.21 If the insured is
shown to have purchased insurance from the same insurer before
and after the gap, there may be an argument that coverage was
provided during the gap as well. Similarly, if the insured is shown
generally not to have had an intention to purchase duplicate
coverage, the fact that some coverage within the same coverage
layer overlaps may suggest that a policy was terminated prior to
the stated term. Policy terms may also be proven by policy forms
in use at the time, prior policies, custom and practice, or business
records.22 The insured should consider what measures are needed
to prove the existence of insurance policies.

---


21. The general source for the period wherein the policy is in force and in effect is the
declaration page of the policy. The declaration page generally contains provisions stating “this
policy is effective from (date) to (date).” Generally, modification of this stated term is by
endorsement either renewing, extending, or terminating the stated policy period. As endorsements
may have been issued subsequent to the issuance of the policy, these records may not have been kept
with the policy and may not be available at the time coverage for contamination is questioned. As
a result, coverage gaps or overlapping policy periods may initially be revealed.

22. See, e.g., Abex Corp. v. Maryland Cas. Co., 790 F.2d 119, 130 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (sample
policy form insufficient proof); Keene Corp. v. Ins. Co. of North America 667 F.2d 1034, 1047 (D.C.
Cir. 1981) (duplicate file insufficient proof where appeared many materials missing); Hartford Fire
Ins. Co. v. Tatum, 5 P.2d 169, 171 (5th Cir. 1925) (parties’ course of dealing admissible to prove
contract of insurance); Emmons Industries v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 545 F. Supp. 185, 189 (S.D. N.Y.
1982) (writing that states coverage policy limits is sufficient proof); Clendenin v. Benson, 117 Cal.
App. 674, 678, 4 P.2d 616 (1931) (copy of policy admissible after showing diligent search to locate
original); Fraser v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 165 Wash. 667, 5 P.2d 978, 979 (1931) (testimony
that copy of policy was of same form as original is sufficient proof).
The inability to establish the existence of coverage may create a period for which there is no coverage. Under some decisions, the insured may be held responsible for a proportionate share of the damages caused by conduct during this uninsured period.

C. Designation Of Insurers To Defend

1. Introduction

To understand issues related to the duty of insurers to defend claims and potentially pay clean-up expenses, the nature of coverage provided by a policy must be examined. Certain insurers duties may be called into play unless and until other insurance has been exhausted.

2. Excess Versus Primary Coverage

Primary insurance provides coverage up to the limits of a loss without stating that the policy is to apply only subject to the exhaustion of any other policy. Excess insurance refers to a policy of insurance that was issued to cover any loss in excess of another policy, often referred as “underlying insurance.” Generally, excess insurance will not be called into play unless the policy limits of the underlying insurance have been exhausted. Many excess

---


insurance policies have a “Schedule of Underlying Insurance” listing primary insurance, underlying insurance, or both. Excess coverage may also be referred to as “following form” insurance because the terms of coverage incorporate by reference the underlying coverage forms and thus “follow the form” of the underlying policies.

A second type of excess insurance is referred to as “umbrella” excess insurance. Typically, this coverage includes two basic coverage parts, following form excess and umbrella coverage. The umbrella coverage includes some risks that are not covered by the underlying coverage. Umbrella coverage is broader than the underlying coverage because additional risks are covered.

Determining whether underlying coverage is sufficiently “exhausted” to call into play excess insurance raises a number of questions. Under some circumstances, an umbrella insurer may

---

26. See generally Garmany v. Mission Ins. Co., 785 F.2d 941, 948 (11th Cir. 1986) (stating that as purpose of excess coverage is to provide higher coverage limits at low cost, primary insurance must exhaust before insurer’s obligations are called into play); Continental Cas. Co. v. Roper Corp., 173 Ill. App. 3d 760, 527 N.E.2d 998, 1001-03 (1988) (stating general rule that excess insurance provides coverage applicable upon exhaustion of primary coverage).

be obligated to provide a defense if a risk is not covered under a primary insurance policy.28

3. Termination of Primary Insurer’s Duties

Generally, the obligations of an insurer are held to be terminated if the insurer has paid out policy limits in settlement of a claim or satisfaction of a judgment.29 A number of courts have held that the duty to defend may continue even after exhaustion of policy limits.30 As the duty to defend is based on a potential duty to indemnify,31 this Article asserts that the better reasoned view


is that the duty to defend terminates upon exhaustion of policy limits by settlement or satisfaction of judgment.

It is presently unclear whether expenses paid by insurers to investigate the nature and extent of contamination at a site may be claimed as indemnity payments that reduce policy limits.\textsuperscript{32} If these expenses are viewed as defense costs, no reduction occurs absent any provisions entitling the insurer to deduct defense costs from liability limits.

4. Excess Insurer’s Duties

A number of questions have arisen relative to excess coverage. First, an excess insurer may maintain, with considerable legal justification, that excess insurance does not apply until the underlying insurance has been exhausted.\textsuperscript{33} Demands that excess insurers participate in sharing defense and indemnity costs if applicable primary insurance exists and has not been exhausted are not consistent with the nature of excess coverage. Second, excess insurers may maintain that excess insurance does not apply until all primary insurance, wherever situated, has been exhausted.\textsuperscript{34} Third,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{32} See, e.g., L.D. Schreiber Cheese Co. v. Standard Milk Co., 457 F.2d 962, 967-68 (8th Cir. 1972) (expenses incurred to determine whether cheese was contaminated covered if test determined cheese was uncontaminated); Aronson Assocs., Inc. v. Pennsylvania National Cas. Ins. Co., 14 Pa. D. & C. 3d 1 (1977), aff’d, 272 Pa. Super. 605, 422 A.2d 689 (1979) (remediation expenses payable under indemnity provision of policy, to construe otherwise would give insured coverage windfallly; Bolkum v. Staab, 133 Vt. 467, 346 A.2d 210, 213 (1975) (reasonable costs to retain engineer to evaluate construction defects may be covered). See generally, Ostranger & Newman, Handling Insurance Coverage Disputes 273-74 (3d ed. 1990).
\end{itemize}
if a primary insurer refuses to defend, some courts have held that an excess insurer’s duties are called into play. To the extent that umbrella coverage under an excess policy exists, there is some question whether a mere refusal by the primary insurer triggers umbrella coverage if the refusal by the primary carrier appears to be unreasonable.

5. Insolvent Insurers

In today’s business environment, bankrupt insurers are not uncommon. If the bankrupt insurer is a primary insurer, the insolvency may force the excess insurer to cover the loss that the insolvent insurer is unable to cover, depending on pertinent provisions of the excess policy. Thus, if an insurer is insolvent, excess policy provisions should be reviewed to determine potential liability under the excess policy.

Insolvency of an insurer may also necessitate the involvement of a state insurance guaranty association. Typically, these associations maintain that the guaranty association’s duties will not arise until all insurance, primary or excess, has been exhausted.


Some jurisdictions have rejected this view. In addition, payment by a guaranty association may be limited to a specified amount which may be less than the policy limits provided by the insolvent insurer.

Insureds may be tempted to seek recovery of expenses from reinsurance proceeds available under the insurance policies obtained by insolvent insurers. However, absent any provisions in the reinsurance policy that specifically entitle the insured to obtain reinsurance proceeds, recovery has been rejected by a number of courts and may be negated by statute.

6. Designation of Insurers

Vigorous dispute arises when an insured seeks to compel one insurer rather than all insurers whose policies potentially cover the risk, to defend or indemnify the insured for a clean-up claim. An


39. See, e.g., id. at § 922.2 (West 1972) (permissive provisions in reinsurance contract and also provides any right of original insured must be specified in contract).


41. See CAL. INS. CODE § 623 (West 1972) (insured has no interest in proceeds of reinsurance contract).

insured may be motivated to make this designation for tactical reasons such as to avoid payment of multiple retentions or deductibles, or simply because all insurers whose policies are called into play are not willing to participate.

Theoretically, the designation of individual insurers may cause excess insurance to come into play prior to the exhaustion of applicable primary policies. This designation may be the result of either a unilateral allocation by an insurer or a de facto agreement between the insured and an underlying insurer who issued policies over a multiple year period, that payments for a loss may be allocated to a single policy period rather than dividing payments equally between the insurer’s policies in effect during the loss period. An excess insurer will contest designation under these circumstances by claiming that the payments should be allocated equally among all involved underlying policies. Excess insurers may argue that this type of allocation unfairly burdens an excess insurer, does not represent the underwriting choice made by the insured, is not equitable, and contravenes the excess nature of excess coverage.

Some courts have held that the insured may designate coverage to a specific insurer and the affected insurer can thereafter bring an

1988). Whether such a right exists in California is unclear. Currently only trial court resolutions of this issue have been made. In the Asbestos Insurance Coverage Cases, Jud. Council Coordin. Proc. 1072, Phase IV, May 29, 1987, a California trial court ruled that the insured had the right to designate insurers. See slip op. at 66-67. However, in Crane v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., a trial court sustained an insurer’s motion to strike the assertion of such a right from the insured’s complaint on the basis that such a right was inconsistent with California law in non-continuous occurrence cases prohibiting arbitrary loss allocation to maximize a loss to an excess insurer. See Crane v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., No. C 736296 (Los Angeles Sup. Ct., February 5, 1990). See also Kaiser Foundation Hosp. v. North Star Reins. Corp., 90 Cal. App. 3d 786, 792, 153 Cal. Rptr. 678, 682 (1979); accord, Commercial Union Ins. Cos. v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 26 Cal. 3d 912, 610 F.2d 1038, 1043, 164 Cal. Rptr. 709, 714 (1980). In the course of the hearing on February 5, 1990, the trial court also concluded that recognition of such a right would encourage “subjective favoritism” by the insured. (Reporter’s transcript at 1-15). The insured did not seek appellate review of this determination.

action against other insurers for contribution. In the nonpollution context, this designation has been rejected by some courts because it unfairly maximizes an excess insurer’s liability. A court which finds that injuries occurred over an extended period of time might determine that, as all policies are involved during such period, designation of a particular insurer is inequitable.

7. EIL Insurance

EIL insurance policies are generally issued on a “claims made” basis which, as a condition of coverage, require the presentation of a claim within a period specified by the policy. Because of this coverage condition, any business which purchased EIL insurance should consider whether the business has met the claims reporting requirement imposed by the policy. If the claim has been made within the reporting period, and if the pollution was caused by conduct that occurred over a period of time, the business may want to consider whether the EIL insurer should be included in any defense funding agreement, on the basis that it marketed a policy specifically designed to cover pollution damage. CGL insurers will clearly attempt to require the participation of the EIL carrier. In cases either where clean-up expenses might not constitute “damages” or “property damage,” or may be excluded by the “pollution exclusion,” EIL insurance might still be applicable. Thus, the insured should consider whether to compel the EIL insurer to participate in the defense.


47. See generally infra note 50 (discussing “claims made” policies).

48. This is so because EIL policies provide coverage for environmental “impairments” rather than damage to property.
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D. Notification To Insurers

Once all potentially involved insurers have been identified, notice to the insurer should be given for the obvious reason that an insurer cannot be called upon to perform until it has received notice from the insured. Notice to the insurer may also be important for other reasons.

First, insurance policies may require notice to be given as soon as reasonably possible after the insured becomes aware of the pendency of a claim. In some jurisdictions, the failure to give notice as soon as is reasonably possible may be a basis for a denial of coverage under the "late notice" defense.49

Second, some insurance policies are denominated as "claims made" policies. As a condition of coverage under these policies, 50. As a condition of coverage under these policies,

---


notice must be given within a specified period of time, commonly referred to as the reporting period. "Occurrence" policies differ in that coverage is provided for an act or omission occurring within the policy period regardless of when a claim is presented.

Third, if an attorney is retained prior to notification of the insurer, legal fees incurred during such period may be claimed as nonreimbursable by the insurer on the ground the insurer's duty to defend cannot arise until the insurer receives notice, or that counsel retained by the insured prior to notification has prejudiced the insurer's interests. It is unclear whether a showing of the lack of any actual prejudice may be asserted by the insured to obtain reimbursement of fees.

Therefore, notification to all potentially responsible insurers should be given as promptly as possible. To preserve evidence of notice, a business may want to notify an insurer by certified letter.

E. Identify Responsible Insurers And Arrange Meeting With Insurers' Representatives

Dealing with insurance companies may be frustrating and unrewarding if the insurers' appropriate decisionmakers are unknown and out of contact as developments occur and the government demands responses to requests for action. Similarly, insurers, as with any business operation, do not welcome demands for payment without being afforded needed information to make a reasonable and informed decision. Thus, it is neither in the interest of the insurance company nor the insured to have a relationship

---

52. See cases cited supra at note 50.
where needed communications cannot occur. For this reason, a business will want to identify and contact the responsible decisionmaker at each potentially involved insurance company as soon as possible. A number of insurance companies have personnel who specialize in handling environmental claims. To route correspondence properly, the claim number assigned to the matter by the insurer should also be ascertained and included in all correspondence sent to the insurer.

A better dialogue and understanding can be created through face-to-face dealings rather than through impersonal contact. Frequently, the vast amounts of factual data required for consideration in environmental claims favors arranging a meeting with all potentially involved insurers so that questions can be answered without undue delay. Because preparation for meetings is extensive, the most cost effective plan is to arrange a single meeting with all insurers jointly as soon as reasonably possible. As new insurers surface, additional meetings may need to be held.

F. Meeting With Insurance Representatives

At the meeting with the insurers, the insured’s principal purpose should be to provide the insurers with the information to allow a reasoned decision in response to any request by the insured. Thus, the insured should be prepared to explain what events gave rise to the contamination, and what measures, including cost, are required to remedy the contamination.

Because CGL policies usually purchased by businesses are “occurrence” policies that condition the insurer’s responsibility on conduct and damage occurring during the policy period, insurers are generally concerned with the date of events. The business should attempt to provide information to the insurers concerning the dates that the business shipped contaminants to the site or used contaminants at the site, the volume and toxicity of contaminants, the extent of contamination, and the process whereby contamination

occurred or spread. The business may want to provide all documents describing the cause and the nature and extent of contamination at the site. To meet any claims of late notice, the insured should be prepared to provide documents showing the date that the insured was first informed about the contamination problem.

Consideration should also be given to informing the insurers of the status of environmental proceedings by providing copies of all significant documents arising out of the environmental action. Actual or projected clean-up efforts should be detailed. In addition, if any studies or reports of proposed clean-up alternatives or measures have been conducted these documents should be provided for inspection by insurers. Because the obligation of insurers may be affected by other insurance, a coverage chronology would be of assistance. It should be stated that all information provided in the course of a joint effort to resist a claim is strictly confidential.\(^5\)

**G. Formulation Of Joint Defense Agreement**

The pendency of ongoing environmental proceedings and the resulting legal expenses will place a substantial financial burden on the business if the business is asked to absorb all legal fees. These expenses may be payable by the insurers whose obligations may be called into play if the potential for coverage is demonstrated.\(^6\) If numerous policy periods are applicable and a business demands costs from only one of several potentially available insurers, the selected insurer may argue that this burden is unreasonable because each insurer whose obligations are called into play may be claimed to be jointly and severally liable for defense costs.\(^7\) To act

---

reasonably, the insured will want to make efforts to involve all insurers who have coverage obligations and to agree to select a counsel who is acceptable to both the insured and to the insurers to represent the insured in the environmental proceedings. The agreement should include provisions that fees charged by counsel will be paid by the insurers. Because of uncertainties about coverage, self-insured periods, or uninsured coverage periods, the insurers may be unwilling to enter into this type of agreement unless the business agrees to pay some portion of attorney’s fees. To facilitate the payment of fees by insurers, the business will want to instruct the attorney to make regular reports to the insurers at intervals acceptable to the insurers.

H. Defense Undertaken Pursuant To Reservation Of Rights

Presently, no area of the law has more uncertainties regarding the ultimate resolution of issues than environmental coverage litigation. Uncertainty may be based both on factual questions


58. If the ultimate expenses may potentially exceed applicable primary limits, notice should also be given to excess insurers.


The California Supreme Court, however, rendered a unanimous opinion in AIU v. Superior Court finding that cleanup costs may be covered under the CGL policy. See infra notes 91-100 and accompanying text (discussing the AIU decision). California appellate courts have yet to rule on the standard applicable to “occurrence” issues in the pollution context. No ruling has yet been made as to whether the “sudden and accidental” exception in the pollution exclusion has a temporal connotation. The only decision to consider the issue in California held the pollution exclusion inapplicable to contamination caused by fire and did not reach the issue
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and legal issues relating to coverage. From a factual standpoint, the cause of pollution, the location of the polluting activity on or off the insured's property, or the timing of the pollution to coincide with a particular policy period may not be ascertainable until substantial investigation and hydrogeologic studies have been conducted. The legal resolution of coverage issues is likewise unclear.

As noted later in this Article, many coverage defenses may be asserted by the insurers, including whether a claim has been made calling into play an insurer's duty to defend and indemnify under an insurance policy, whether the costs arising out of clean-up claim constitute "damages" or "property damage" covered by an insurance policy, whether the claims are the result of a covered "occurrence," and whether the date of loss of a claim is within a particular insurer's policy period. The effect of various exclusions in the policy, including the "pollution" exclusion,


60. See infra notes 76-79 and accompanying text.
61. See infra notes 80-100 and accompanying text.
62. See infra notes 112-13 and accompanying text.
63. See infra notes 103-11 and accompanying text.
64. See infra notes 114-18 and accompanying text.
the "premises alienated" exclusion, and "owned property" exclusion, are also a subject of vigorous dispute.

Because of numerous uncertainties about coverage, insurers may wish to participate in the claim under a reservation of rights. An insurer may attempt to reserve rights unilaterally, by the simple issuance of a reservation of rights letter, or bilaterally, by an agreement signed both by the insured and the insurer. Currently, some uncertainty exists whether or not a reservation of rights letter is sufficient to preserve an insurer's claim of non-coverage.

65. See infra notes 119-21 and accompanying text.
66. See infra note 122 and accompanying text.
67. The California Supreme Court has noted that a reservation of rights is effective "if the insurer adequately reserves its rights." Gray v. Zurich Ins. Co., 65 Cal. 2d 263, 279, 419 P.2d 168, 178, 54 Cal. Rptr. 104, 114 (1966) (emphasis added). The California Supreme Court notably did not specify what circumstances were "adequate," but left it to the courts to determine what circumstances were to be deemed "adequate." "As noted by other California courts,'Courts have in general been fairly liberal in implying reservations." Insurance Company of the West v. Haralambos Beverage Co., 195 Cal. App. 3d 1308, 1319, n.5, 241 Cal. Rptr. 427, 432, n.5 (1987) (citations omitted). Some question exists whether a unilateral reservation of rights letter is "adequate." See Val's Painting & Drywall, Inc. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 53 Cal. App. 3d 576, 583, 126 Cal. Rptr. 267, 272-73 (1975) (noting conflict in authority). See also St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co. v. Ralee Eng'g Co., 804 F.2d 520, 522 (9th Cir. 1986) (applying California law to find that a unilateral reservation of rights is sufficient); Draft Systems, Inc. v Alsaph, 756 F.2d 293, 296 n.2 (3rd Cir. 1985) (reservation of right letter treated same as non-waiver agreement where insured informed that insurer would seek reimbursement); Am. Home Assur. v. Glenn Estess & Assoc., 763 F.2d 1237, 1239-40 (11th Cir. 1985) (applying Alabama law to find that where bilateral agreement refused, proper course was to furnish defense pursuant to reservation of rights and seek declaratory relief). However, where a reservation of rights has been executed and the action would involve litigation of factual issues bearing on coverage issues, the insured is generally protected with the right to designate counsel to conduct the defense at the insurer's expense. See CAL. CiV. CODE, § 2860(2) (West Supp. 1991). It is difficult to justify a prohibition on unilateral reservation of rights. Some courts have held that an insurer has the option of either issuing a reservation of rights or instituting an action for declaratory relief. Sims v. Illinois National Casualty Co., 43 Ill. App. 2d 184, 199, 193 N.E.2d 123, 130 (1963); Underwriters at Lloyds v. Denali Seafoods, Inc., 729 F. Supp. 721, 725-26 (W.D. Wash. 1990); Village Management, Inc. v. Hartford Acc. & Indem. Co., 662 F. Supp. 1366, 1373-74 (N.D. Ill. 1987).
68. See Val's Painting & Drywall, Inc. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 53 Cal. App. 3d 576, 583, 126 Cal. Rptr. 267, 273 (1975) (not so holding but noting conflict in authority). Some courts have held that the right to seek reimbursement of attorneys fees must be by bilateral agreement. See Reliance Ins. Co. v. Alan, 222 Cal. App. 3d 702, 708-09, 272 Cal. Rptr. 65, 70 (1990). Other courts have indicated unilateral reservations are sufficient. See St. Paul Mercury Ins. Co. v. Ralee Eng'g Co., 804 F.2d 520, 522 (9th Cir. 1986) (must have some expression of intent to reserve right to seek reimbursement of attorneys fees if potential for coverage not found to exist); Walbrook Ins. Co., Ltd. v. Goshgarian & Goshgarian, 726 F. Supp. 777, 782-83 (C.D. Cal. 1989) (unilateral reservation of right sufficient); Omaha Indem. Ins. Co. v. Carden Oil Co., 687 F. Supp. 502, 504-05 (N.D. Cal. 1983) (unilateral reservation of right sufficient); Draft Systems, Inc. v. Alsaph, 756 F.2d 293, 296 n.2 (3rd Cir. 1985);
majority view, which this Article asserts is the better reasoned view, recognizes the validity of reservation of rights letters since they are commonly used and are relatively simple to prepare, as soon as basic information bearing on the cause and extent of contamination and on actual or projected clean-up measures has been given. Recognition of reservation of rights letters also facilitates the prompt furnishing of a defense. However, a minority of courts have held that a reservation of rights can be effective only if contained in a bilateral agreement between the insurer and the insured.

If a defense has been undertaken under a reservation of rights and the litigation concerns issues bearing on the coverage defenses, a number of jurisdictions permit the insured to appoint independent counsel at the expense of the insurer. Generally, the insured is entitled to control the litigation. Hopefully, if counsel selected is acceptable to both the insured and the insurer, no need may exist to select independent counsel.

A common problem encountered by insureds and insurers in environmental claims concerns payment of attorney’s fees by the insurer, that is, whether the insurer will pay the rates charged by counsel selected by the insured, at rates which are higher than

---


69. Because some courts have recognized only a bilateral agreement, if the insured refuses to sign such an agreement some jurisdictions require the insurer to institute a declaratory relief action. This view may therefore occasion hardship to the insured. Although declaratory relief actions are theoretically prompt and quick, where coverage disputes involve multiple insurers or multiple coverage years such actions are likely to develop into complex litigation. While the declaratory relief proceedings are pending, the insured would be faced with the prospect of funding the defense of the environmental proceeding, with right to charge insurers if a potential for coverage is subsequently found to exist.

70. See supra note 68.

those charged by insurance panel counsel. Obviously, environmental litigation is a complex and specialized matter, and rates higher than typical automobile liability defense rates may be warranted. The extent of the increase over normal rates is subject to continued dispute and may be limited by statute. An insurer may be prepared to pay higher rates if the insurer is convinced that the billing is not inflated, represents a fair accounting of services rendered, and is split among all insurers whose policies have been called into play.

IV. COVERAGE DEFENSES

A. Introduction

Once notification has been given to the insurer, the insurer may assert various defenses to coverage. Fundamental policy considerations are at the center of the controversy whether CGL policies provide coverage for environmental claims. It has been suggested on behalf of businesses that the lack of insurance coverage for environmental claims may discourage productive businesses that have a potential impact on the environment. Insurers have suggested that coverage for environmental claims discourages any incentive to avoid losses and pollution of the environment, and may unjustifiably encourage unduly dangerous businesses. Insurers have also argued that CGL policies were not intended to provide coverage for pollution resulting from business activities incurred in the regular course of the insured's business.

72. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 2860 (West Supp. 1991) (limits rates to those actually paid by the insurer to attorneys retained by the insurer in defense of similar actions). It is presently unclear whether this provision will effect a retroactive limitation on fees.
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B. Has A Claim Been Made?

An insurance policy typically promises that the insurer will defend any "suit." Therefore, if a suit has not been brought, an insurer may not be obligated to pay attorney's fees or costs to remedy contamination. Clean-up measures may be undertaken voluntarily in response to a request by a governmental entity for an investigation of possible contamination or in response to a threat of suit by the governmental entity to compel a clean-up, or as the result of actual litigation. Consequently, some dispute exists whether the insured's voluntary efforts to clean up a site prior to actual litigation by the governmental entity is in response to a suit giving rise to the duty to defend. If mitigation of damages and

---

76. "[T]he company shall have the right and duty to defend any suit against the insured seeking damages on account of such bodily injury or property damage...." ISO form GL 02 02 (Ed. 1-73). A variety of sources provide a general compilation of commonly used policy forms. See INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE, INC., PORTFOLIO OF SAMPLE FORMS (1986); INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE, INC., SPECIAL MULTI-PERIL POLICY—COUNTRYWIDE FORMS INDEX (1982); NATIONAL UNDERWRITER, FC&S, THE FIRE, CASUALTY & SURETY BULLETINS, CASUALTY SURETY VOLUME (1988); MILLER & LEFEBVRE, MILLER'S STANDARD INSURANCE POLICIES ANNOTATED, "POLICIES" (1986); GRIFFIN, THE UMBRELLA BOOK (1987).


78. Typically, a government entity may offer inducements for voluntary compliance such as no obligation for pre-response administrative expenses; or in the case of multiple parties responsible for contamination, an offer of percentage responsibility for clean-up costs rather than joint and several liability for all costs.

prompt funding of clean-up of contamination are viewed as the paramount policy considerations, courts may deem a letter requesting either an investigation of the clean-up, or threatening litigation, equivalent to a "suit" so as to call an insurer's defense obligation into play. Because of the conflicting decisions on this issue, it is unclear which view will ultimately be found to be the majority view.

C. Do The Claims Represent "Damages" Or "Property Damage?"

One of the most commonly litigated issues concerns whether clean-up costs and associated expenses constitute "damages" or "property damage" covered by a CGL insurance policy. Insurers have filed summary adjudication motions on the ground that the pleadings filed by governmental entities seeking restitution of payments made to clean up a site or seeking to compel clean-up of the site show a prayer for relief not covered by the policy. Insureds have also filed motions on the ground that, as a matter of

91, 105 (1988) (letter merely an invitation for voluntary action and was not a "suit").
80. The insuring agreement section of CGL policies typically states:

The company will pay on behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages because of:
(A) bodily injury or
(B) property damage

to which this insurance applies caused by an occurrence.

ISO form GL 00 02 (Ed. 1-73). "Property damage" is typically defined as:

(1) [P]hysical injury or destruction of tangible property which occurs during the policy period, including the loss of use thereof at any time resulting therefrom; or
(2) loss of use of tangible property which has not been physically injured or destroyed provided such loss of use is caused by an occurrence during the policy period.

law, clean-up expenses are "damages" or "property damage" covered by a CGL policy.

Insurers premise their argument from the general rule that CGL policies are intended to cover tort liability for destruction of tangible property, and not costs associated with injunctive relief or restitution. Insurers have contended that since CERCLA and comparable state statutes empower the governmental entity to seek to remedy contamination and distinguish between recovery of costs for clean-up of contamination and recovery for damage to natural resources, clean-up measures are equivalent to injunctive or restitutary relief not covered by a CGL policy.

Insureds, in response to these contentions, maintain that the insurers' interpretations of the term "damages" rest on a hypertechnical legal interpretation not supported by a plain meaning of the term. Insureds have also argued that clean-up


82. Recently, a California court held the state may sue for damage to underground water. Selma Pressure Treating Co. v. Osmose Wood Preserving, Inc., 221 Cal. App. 3d 1601, 1616-18, 271 Cal. Rptr. 596, 605-06 (1990). The court based this right either on the government's regulatory right, or on the basis the state was the owner of the waters within the state. This conclusion, which cited California Water Code section 102 as the basis for the state's ownership interest may ignore the scope of section 102, which was limited to waters flowing within watercourses. See CAL. WATER CODE § 102 (West 1971). See also infra note 90 (discussing ownership interest in groundwater).
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measures are incurred to mitigate damages. A further argument advanced by insureds is that such expenses are equivalent to the cost to repair the environment to its uncontaminated state, and are covered to the same extent that car repair costs are covered.

Judicial decisions in the United States conflict on this issue.


85. See Globe Indem. Co. v. State of Calif., 43 Cal. App. 3d 745, 751-52, 118 Cal. Rptr. 75, 79-80 (1974) (expenses incurred to stop the spread of fire, which if not stopped, would have damaged other homes, were held to be covered). Globe is the most commonly cited case to support this assertion and it has been applied in the pollution context. Intel Corp. v. Hartford Acc. & Indem. Co., 692 F. Supp. 1171, 1191 (N.D. Cal. 1988), leave to appeal granted, No. 89-15165 (9th Cir. 1989). Proceedings in Intel were stayed pending the resolution of the clean-up issue by the California Supreme Court in AIU Ins. Co. v. Superior Court.

86. See e.g. Fed. Ins. Co. v. Susquehanna Broadcasting Co., 727 F. Supp. 169, 174 (M.D. Pa. 1989); Intel Corp. v. Hartford Acc. & Indem. Co., 692 F. Supp. 1171, 1184 (N.D. Cal. 1988); Aerojet-General Corp. v. Superior Court, 211 Cal. App. 3d 216, 230-31, 257 Cal. Rptr. 621, 629-30 (1989). Paradoxically, some courts have rationalized that the potential disparity between the value of the loss of the contaminated land and the cost to clean up mandates a conclusion that clean-up costs are excluded from coverage. Maryland Cas. Co. v. Armco, Inc., 822 F.2d 1348, 1353 (4th Cir. 1987) (applying Maryland law). Recently, a California court held that the presence of contaminants supported a reduced tax valuation of the property. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. County of Monterey, 223 Cal. App. 3d 382, 391-92, 272 Cal. Rptr. 745, 747-48 (1990). This decision will undoubtedly be claimed to support the insured's argument that clean-up costs are "damages" since the diminished value is a measure of damage to tangible property.

87. This argument ignores the fact that costs to repair a car are payments to a private party for loss and that the government might not be the owner of the contaminated property. This assertion therefore does not answer the insurer's contention that the clean-up is an equitable remedy.

Some courts have held that clean-up costs are covered if there is damage to property other than that owned by the insured, and have held that, as groundwater is property owned by the state, clean-up actions represent a suit for damage to property.

799
In *National Audubon Society v. Superior Court*, the high court considered the relationship between the public trust doctrine and the appropriative water rights system in California. Although each system has the potential of occupying the entire field to the exclusion of the other, the court held the systems must accommodate each other and operate simultaneously. So construed, the state as sovereign retains continuing supervisory control over its navigable waters and the lands beneath those waters, and this precludes anyone from obtaining a vested right to appropriate water in a manner harmful to the interests protected by the trust.

*Id.* at 406, 244 Cal. Rptr. at 832 (citations omitted). *But see* Locke v. Yorba Irrigation Co., 35 Cal. 2d 205, 211, 217 P.2d 425, 429 (1950) (the right to use water is classified as real property); Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman, 152 Cal. 716, 728, 93 P. 858, 863 (1908) (right to receive water for irrigation of land was appurtenant to the land and was real property); Fullerton v. State Water Resources Control Bd. 90 Cal. App. 3d 590, 598, 153 Cal. Rptr. 518, 523 (1979). Based on the decisions above, the supreme court's statement represents a substantial expansion of the state's ownership rights in groundwater. Irrespective of whether a governmental entity "owns" groundwater, groundwater quality can be regulated under the police power. The United States Supreme Court has noted that all property is held subject to the exercise of the police power of the state, which may regulate its use and enjoyment for the public benefit. *Penn. Cent. Transp. Co. v. N.Y. City*, 438 U.S. 104, 124-25 (1978). *See also* Gin S. Chow v. Santa Barbara, 217 Cal. 673, 702-703, 22 P.2d 5, 16-17 (1933); *People ex rel. State Water Resources Control Bd. v. Forni*, 54 Cal. App. 3d 743, 753, 126 Cal. Rptr. 851, 857 (1976). There is little doubt that the state may undertake to regulate environmental quality, notwithstanding the resulting limitation imposed on the free use of property rights. In California, the source of the state's power is clearly specified in the California Water Code, which provides, in pertinent part:

> The Legislature finds and declares that the people of the state have a primary interest in the conservation, control, and utilization of water resources of the state, and that the quality of all the waters of the state shall be protected for the use and the enjoyment by the people of the state.
> The Legislature further finds and declares that the activities and factors which may affect the quality of the waters of the state shall be regulated to attain the highest water quality which is reasonable, considering all the demands being made and to be made on those waters and the total values involved, beneficial and detrimental, economic and social, tangible and intangible.
> The Legislature further finds and declares that the health, safety and welfare of the people of the state requires that there be a statewide program for the control of the quality of all the waters of the state; that the state must be prepared to exercise its full power and jurisdiction to protect the quality of the waters in the state from degradation originating inside or outside the boundaries of the state.

*CAL. WATER CODE § 13000* (West 1971). Under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, the State Regional Water Quality Control Board is designated as the state water pollution control agency. *Id.* § 13160. This board is empowered to institute legal actions to compel a clean-up of contaminated groundwater. *Id.* § 13304 (West Supp. 1991). Therefore, exercise of the right to compel clean-up may in reality be independent of the ownership of the property. As noted in detail below, the assumption of courts that the state necessarily owns groundwater appears inconsistent with the nature of water rights in California.
The California Supreme Court rendered a significant opinion on the issue of insurance coverage for clean-up costs in *AIU Insurance Co. v. Superior Court*. The *AIU* court unanimously ruled that costs to reimburse government entities for investigation and clean-up of contamination and costs arising out of cessation of contamination, represented a suit for "damages" because of "property damage" as those standard terms were used in CGL policies. The court rejected the assertion of insurers that CGL policies intended to cover costs to reimburse the government agencies for expenditures or recover for damage to natural resources but not to cover costs of injunctive relief; the remedies available under CERCLA and other environmental statutes do not rest on the traditional distinction between damages and injunctive, or other equitable relief available at common law. This distinction would exalt form over substance. However, the court stated that injunctive costs which are prophylactic and arise in anticipation of future contamination are not incurred because of property damage and are not covered under the policy language. The *AIU* court also rejected the insurer's assertion that allowance of recovery was not permitted because clean-up costs might exceed actual or diminished value of the property.

---

92. Under CERCLA and similar statutes, injunctive relief and reimbursement of response costs serve substantially the same purpose. For this reason, we find the CGL policy language is ambiguous as applied to remedial and mitigative costs incurred pursuant to injunction under CERCLA and similar statutes, and therefore must be construed in favor of coverage to satisfy the reasonable expectations of the insured. *Id.* at 841, 799 P.2d at 1278, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 845.
93. See 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(4)(A)-(C) (1988) (CERCLA authorizes a suit for recovery of damage to natural resources, as well as a suit to compel clean-up of contamination).
94. *AIU Insurance Co.*, 51 Cal. 3d at 838-40, 799 P.2d at 1276-77, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 843-44.
95. *Id.* at 840, 799 P.2d at 1277, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 844.
96. "We do agree that prophylactic costs-incurred to pay for measures taken in advance of any release of hazardous waste-are not incurred 'because of property damage.' Until such damage has occurred, whether on the waste site itself or elsewhere, there can be no coverage under CGL policies." *Id.* at 843, 799 P.2d at 1279-80, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 846-47 (citations omitted).
97. *Id.* at 834, 799 P.2d at 1273, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 840.
Interpreting the language of the CGL policies, the AIU court rejected both the insured’s and insurer’s contentions that statements made in unrelated transactions or litigation, such as joint industry drafting history, were relevant in determining the meaning of the terms "damages" or "property damage." The court reasoned that, notwithstanding the unquestioned sophistication and equal bargaining position of the insured, a "popular and ordinary" interpretation would be applied to the term "damages" in the absence of evidence that the parties intended a technical meaning to apply. The AIU court held that the ordinary and popular meaning of "damages" would include any monetary obligation which the insured would be required to pay.

D. Are The Claims The Result Of An ""Occurrence?"

Insurance policies after 1966 typically promise to provide coverage for bodily injury or property damage caused by an "occurrence." An occurrence is defined as "an accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to conditions, which results in damage neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured." Two basic "occurrence" questions are commonly encountered. First, did the contamination damage occur during the insurer's policy period? Second, is the contamination "neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured?"

98. Id. at 823, 799 P.2d at 1265, 274 Cal. Rptr. at 832.
99. Id.
101. ISO form GL 00 02 (1-73).
102. Id.
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1. What Is the Date of the Occurrence?

Considerable controversy exists over determining the date of an occurrence for a claim of contamination causing property damage. Courts have taken various approaches to determine the date of an occurrence. Under one approach, courts look to the date of discovery of contamination or injury to determine the date of occurrence. This theory is known as the "manifestation approach." Insurers who contend that the date of discovery constitutes the date of loss are referred to as taking a manifestation approach to the date of loss. Because the manifestation

103. The use of the term "property damage" does not presume a court would find clean-up expenses to constitute "property damage." See supra note 88. The term, however, is used as a rubric for addressing the issue of the date of occurrence for contamination claims involving property, as opposed to personal injury.


105. Whether the manifestation approach is determinative of an insurer's obligation in both first party and third party cases is unclear in California. Respecting first party cases, the California Supreme Court recently adopted a manifestation approach and held that the only carrier obligated to indemnify the insured was the insurer whose policy was effective at the time damage was first discovered. Prudential LMI Comm. Ins. v. Superior Court, 51 Cal. 3d 674, 648-700, 798 P.2d 1230, 1246-47, 274 Cal. Rptr. 387, 403-04 (1990) (hereinafter Prudential LMI). Prudential LMI concerned which of two insurers would be obligated to indemnify the insured for progressive damage to an apartment building which occurred during multiple first party policy periods. The court's decision in Prudential LMI resolved questions as to the reach of an earlier Fourth District Court of Appeals decision in Home Insurance Company v. Landmark Insurance Company. (hereinafter Landmark II). The Fourth District summarized the issue presented in Landmark II as follows:

In Home, the sole issue resolved was "which of two first party insurers is liable for the loss from continuing property damage manifested during successive policy periods." Our holding was that the first insurer in that situation must pay the entire claim. In contrast, here we are presented with a case in which several predecessor insurers are sought to be held liable for progressive loss which allegedly took place in some measure during each of their policy periods. This court in Home expressly stated that the facts then before us did not allow consideration of the interesting question whether it is possible for the insured to have a covered loss when the loss is not readily observable during the period of the policy under which the insured seeks payment." Predictably, this interesting question has materialized in the form of this case.
effective after the date of manifestation of damages was not obligated to the policyholder. Because of these circumstances, a question was presented as to whether Landmark II simply stood for the proposition that an insurer was not obligated for a claim after the insured became aware of damage, or for the proposition that as respects all first party claims, the only insurer obligated was the insurer whose policies were effective at the time the damages were manifest. As earlier noted, the California Supreme Court held that the manifestation approach determines the date of loss as respects all first party policies. Whether the manifestation approach applies to third party policies is subject to conflicting decisions. In California Union Insurance Company v. Landmark Insurance Company (hereinafter Landmark I), the Second District Court of Appeal adopted a continuous occurrence approach. The court held that, with respect to continuous and progressively occurring damages over more than one policy period, both the carrier on the risk at the time the damage was occurring and the carrier on the risk at the time that the damage was discovered, were jointly and severally liable for the damage. 145 Cal. App. 3d 462, 478, 193 Cal. Rptr. 461, 471 (1983). However, in Fireman's Fund Insurance Company v. Aetna Casualty & Surety, the Fourth District Court of Appeal adopted the manifestation approach as determinative of an insurer's claim for contribution brought against another insurer. The court held that because the damage did not manifest during the policy period of the insurer from whom contribution was sought, that insurer was not obligated for any portion of the damages. 223 Cal. App. 3d 1621, 1627-28, 273 Cal. Rptr. 431, 433-34 (1990). The Fourth District specifically declined to follow the approach of the Second District in Landmark I. See also Hancock Laboratories, Inc. v. Admiral Ins. Co., 777 F.2d 520, 525 (9th Cir. 1985) (declining to follow Landmark I because the Second District did not consider whether the damage process was continuous or the result of a single event and because the facts presented in Hancock concerned injuries arising from one injury producing event, the implantation of a contaminated heart valve, where the date of loss was the date of implantation). Whether Fireman's Fund Insurance Company v. Aetna Casualty and Surety Company authorizes an insurer to deny any obligations to an insured if the date of manifestation is not within the insurer's policy period is unclear. In Fireman's Fund, the Fourth District was careful to note that the insured had already been fully compensated. 223 Cal. App. 3d at 1628, 273 Cal. Rptr. at 434. It is unclear if a different result would be obtained were a claim brought by an insured against two carriers. If there is no obligation to contribute to damages as respects a contribution claim brought by an insurer, the other insurer could argue that as respects the claim brought by an insured, the same rule applies. Because of these conflicting decisions, the issue will have to be resolved at some point by the California Supreme Court. The parties in Fireman's Fund have not sought further review but the issue will undoubtedly be presented to the court in another proceeding. The resolution of this issue is unclear but Fireman's Fund would not appear to be consistent with either prior California law or underwriting intent. Moreover, it is doubtful that the California Supreme Court will be persuaded by its decision in Prudential LMI. The court expressly stated in Prudential LMI that it was not considering allocation in a toxic tort or continuous exposure context. Prudential LMI Comm. Ins. v. Superior Court, 51 Cal. 3d 674, 698, 798 P.2d 1230, 1246, 274 Cal. Rptr. 387, 403 (1990). Previously, the California Supreme Court carefully distinguished first party and third party coverage determination principles. As the court stated in Garvey v. State Farm Insurance Company, "Liability and corresponding coverage under a third party insurance policy must be carefully distinguished from the coverage analysis in a first party property contract. Property insurance, unlike liability insurance, is unconcerned with establishing negligence or otherwise assessing tort liability." 48 Cal. 3d 395, 406, 770 P.2d 704, 710, 257 Cal. Rptr. 292, 298 (1989). Moreover, first party policies clearly present a different undertaking by the insurer than third party liability policies. As one commentator has stated, "[t]he all risk policy purports to provide coverage for every physical loss, NO MATTER WHAT THE CAUSE, excepting only those causes specifically excluded under the terms of the policy." RUDY, Concurrent Causation: Making Sense of the All Risk Policy, Tort and Insurance Practice Section, ABA, The All-Risk Policy: Its Special Problems, Perils, and Practical Application, 77 (1986). Under an all risk policy,
therefore, the insured has a much more favorable burden of proof, namely, whether a loss covered by the policy was sustained during the period of the policy. The insured is not required to go further and prove the exact nature of the accident or casualty which, in fact, occasioned his loss. See Keeton, Insurance Law, § 5.2, at 270-72 (1971); Rudloff, Homeowners and Related Policies, California Insurance Law & Practice, § 36.41 at 36 (1989). Last, to the extent that joint insurance organization drafting history may be deemed relevant (some carriers participated in such drafting groups but rejected the position taken by the group), it tends to reject the manifestation theory. American Home Products v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company contains the most detailed citation to the Insurance Services Office (hereinafter ISO) drafting history. In rejecting a manifestation approach, the court noted the deposition testimony of members of the forms committee of the ISO’s predecessor organization, the Mutual Insurance Rating Bureau. The court stated:

The CGL evolved out of the difficulties faced by courts and parties in dealing with personal injuries and property damage sustained as a result of gradual processes. Prior to 1966, general liability policies covered [injury and damages] caused by accident . . . . The word ‘accident’ suggested an intent to cover only sudden, unexpected, but identifiable events. The courts were left in doubt as to whether, and to what extent, the standard policy was meant to cover liability for injuries that resulted from gradual processes, rather than from sudden events.

The insurance industry responded to the uncertainty created by the ‘accident’ orientation by establishing a task force to draft what eventually became the CGL . . . . The task force substituted the ‘occurrence’ approach now in the CGL . . . . policies for the ‘accident’ approach, and it expressly provided that no occurrence included any injury or damage that resulted, not only from an accident, but also from injurious exposure over an extended period. This change adopted the result reached by courts that construed ‘accident’ to include injuries resulting from long-term exposures.

The new CGL failed, however to resolve definitely the time injury should be found to occur . . . . The CGL, like its predecessor, requires only that injury take place during the coverage period. But, since the injuries expressly covered under the CGL include those resulting from long-term injurious exposure, the difficulty of determining time of injury was certain to be even greater under the CGL than it had been under predecessor policies. The insurance industry task force recognized this problem from the very outset of its labors, just as courts had recognized by then that an injury could occur in scientific fact long before it became manifest. Nevertheless, the task force refused to alter the standard policy language to define precisely the time of injury; in the process, moreover, they refused to adopt language that would have incorporated into the CGL either the manifestation or the exposure theory.

Substantial evidence supports the view that the CGL draftsmen rejected the manifestation theory as a limitation on coverage. One of the first drafts, prepared by the Joint Drafting Committee in 1960, ‘would deem all injury to have occurred’ at the time of first manifestation of damage. That draft was sent back to the Drafting Committee by the higher level Joint Rating Committee, and Mr. Schmalz [an active participant in the committee] testified without contradiction that this remand was a rejection by the task force leadership of the manifestation approach. The various committees rejected all other drafts that included a manifestation concept, they found the concept unacceptable because, among other reasons, ‘it would permit a carrier to cancel following the first notice of injury and leave the insured without coverage for other injuries emerging from the same exposure,’ and because in many cases injuries sufficiently serious to trigger coverage could occur prior to manifestation.

Rejection of the manifestation approach was thus implicit in the drafters [conduct]. [The insurer] contends that the history of the CGL cannot be relied upon . . . ., because material issues of fact
approach tends to minimize coverage, a court might be influenced to reject this approach. Other courts, in determining the date of occurrence, have held that the date of conduct giving rise to claims, that is, the date of dumping, will constitute the date of loss. Other courts have regarded the period during which actual injury to the environment occurred as determinative of the date of loss. This approach is referred to as the "injury in fact" theory.

Still another approach regards the date of loss as including the entire period of time from the date of conduct giving rise to the

---

American Home Products v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 565 F. Supp. 1485, 1500-02 (S.D.N.Y. 1983), aff'd 748 F.2d 760 (2nd Cir. 1984) (emphasis added) (citations omitted). It must be emphasized that a number of insurers did not agree with the nonmanifestation approach taken by the Joint Forms Drafting Committee. Thus, if such a position were revealed to insureds, then reliance on joint drafting history would be unwarranted. In addition, as noted by many courts, the joint drafting history is either inconclusive or irrelevant because it did not make up a part of the negotiation process between a particular insured and insurer. AIU Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 51 Cal. 3d 807, 823 n.9, 799 P.2d 1253, 1265 n.9, 274 Cal. Rptr. 820, 832 n.9 (1990).
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contamination to the date of discovery. This approach is generally referred to as a "continuous occurrence" approach.

Date of loss determinations may also be affected by the applicable statute of limitations. Under this view, if the statute of limitations bars recovery against the insured for damage that arose during a policy period in which the insured was covered, a date of loss will not be found since the insured bears no legal liability for damages during the policy period. Thus, the statute of limitations might play a part in determining which insurers are held liable. However, in other cases, the statute of limitations is not considered, on the basis that a showing of damage occurring during the policy period is sufficient to trigger coverage.

2. Expected or Intended?

Disputes have arisen whether coverage exists for clean-up and related expenses on the basis that contamination is not occasioned by an "occurrence" as defined in a CGL policy. Insurers have argued that pollution which occurs as the result of intentional dumping or which was the result of operations in the regular course of business over a period of time poses a foreseeable risk of contamination. Under this argument, an occurrence would not be


112. Some EIL policy forms do not include the term "occurrence" and thus, if an insured purchased such coverage, this concern would be eliminated.
present for such claims because the loss to the insured would be “expected or intended.” Judicial decisions conflict on this issue.  

E. Is The Pollution Exclusion Applicable?

Perhaps the most frequently litigated exclusion concerns the meaning of the so-called pollution exclusion clause.114 This clause excludes coverage for damages caused by a wide variety of


114. This insurance does not apply:

(1) [T]o bodily injury or property damage arising out of the discharge, dispersal, release or escape of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids or gases, waste materials or other irritants, contaminants or pollutants into or upon land the atmosphere or any water course or body of water, but this exclusion does not apply if such discharge, dispersal, release or escape is sudden and accidental.

ISO form GL 00 02 (1-73).
polluting activities, except those which are sudden and accidental. Insureds who attempt to establish that costs imposed on them by a governmental entity are covered, but who have policies containing the pollution exclusion, have been confronted with addressing this controversy about the meaning of the exclusion.

A number of courts have held that the exception to the pollution exclusion is merely a restatement of the definition given to the term "occurrence," and that the word "sudden" means "unintended." Under this view, coverage exists if the insured

115. For a general discussion of the drafting process and various versions of the pollution exclusion, see Averback, comparing The Old And The New Pollution Exclusion Clauses in General Liability Insurance Policies: New Language—Same Results?, 14 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L.R. 601 (1987). Some newer policies include what is referred to as the "absolute" pollution exclusion. This exclusion provides typically:

This insurance does not apply to:

(1) [B]odily injury, property damage or injury or damage of any nature or any kind to persons or property arising out of the actual, alleged threatened emission, discharge, dispersal, seepage, release or escape of pollutants; (2) any loss, cost or expense incurred as a result of clean-up of pollutants; (3) the investigation, settlement or defense of any claim, suit or proceeding against the insured, including any payments, costs or expenses as described in (1) and (2) above.


does not intend to cause damage. Other courts have reasoned that the word "sudden" has a temporal connotation, and if pollution is shown to have occurred over a period of time, damages are not covered. Some courts have refused to apply the exception in cases where the insured was not an active polluter but was merely a generator of wastes shipped to a site by a third party.

---
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F. Is The Premises Alienated Exclusion Applicable?

The premises alienated exclusion \(^{119}\) was designed to exclude coverage for damage to property sold by the insured. \(^{120}\) Where contamination has been found on property sold by the insured, the insurer may assert the premises alienated exclusion as a basis for the lack of coverage. \(^{121}\)

G. Is The Owned Property Exclusion Applicable?

Generally, a liability policy does not cover damages that the insured sustains to the insured’s own property. Thus, where the damage is confined only to property owned by the insured, coverage may not exist. Some courts have stated that the owned property exclusion is evidence of this intent. \(^{122}\) If the contaminated property was owned by the insured, the insured may wish to consider the application of first party coverage to a claim for property damage.

---

\(^{119}\) The premises alienated exclusion provides: "[This insurance does not apply] (I) to property damage to premises alienated by the named insured arising out of such premises or any part thereof." ISO form GL 02 02 (ed. 1-73).


H. Is The Products Exclusion Applicable?

CGL policies generally exclude coverage for damage to the insured’s work or products. Insurers may contend coverage is excluded because waste is allegedly a product of the insured’s business operations. A number of courts have rejected this contention.

I. Is The Completed Operations Hazard Exclusion Applicable?

Certain CGL policies include what is called “broad form” coverage. Two different versions of this coverage part have been drafted, those including completed operations and those excluding liability for completed operations. Basically, completed operations coverage is designed to cover tort liabilities that arise after the insured completes operations at a particular location. This coverage is intended to provide the same protection to construction and service companies that products liability coverage provides to companies dealing in goods: Protection against tort liability arising

123. These policies typically do not apply:

(k) to property damage to
   (1) property owned or occupied by or rented to the insured;
   (2) property used by the insured;
   (3) property in the care, custody, or control of the insured or as to which the insured is exercising physical control . . .

(m) to loss of use of tangible property which has not been physically injured or destroyed resulting from . . .
   (2) the failure of the named insured’s products or work performed by or on behalf of the named insured to meet the level of performance, quality, fitness, or durability warranted or represented by the named insured.

(n) to property damage to the named insured’s products arising out of such products or any part of such products.

(o) to property damage to work performed by or on behalf of the named insured arising out of the work or any portion thereof or out of materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection therewith.

ISO form GL 00 02 (Ed. 1-73).

from the services, materials, or structures which are placed in the marketplace. The most common example is that of a general contractor who completes work on a structure, and then, after the general contractor's operations have been completed, an injury occurs by reason of defective work.

In the pollution coverage context, if contamination arises after the insured completes operations at a location the completed operations exclusion may be asserted by the insurer. Generally, unless the contamination arose from the nature of the insured's product which was offered for sale, this exclusion has been held inapplicable.

V. TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Response To Reservation Of Rights

In California, the supreme court has held that a reservation of rights may be accomplished by an "adequate" reservation of rights. Some insureds have successfully maintained that in order to be valid, a reservation of rights must be bilateral. Some question exists whether this contention will be upheld.

Where the insurer reserves the right to seek reimbursement of defense costs, some insureds have maintained that, since the insurer's obligation under most policies is to defend all potentially covered claims whether groundless, false or fraudulent, an insurer

125. See CALIF. INS. LAW & PRAC., § 47.06 at 47-22 to 47-25 (1989); Fid., Cas. & Sur. Bulletins, Public Liability § Epb 7-9 (8/82); id. §§ Pr, Pre (2/89); Annot., 58 A.L.R.3d 12 (1974).
128. See supra note 68.
129. Recently, an insurer was held to be entitled to settle a case over the objection of the insured and still seek reimbursement. Maryland Cas. Co. v. Imperial Contracting Co., 212 Cal. App. 3d 712, 714-22, 260 Cal. Rptr. 797, 803 (1989). Imperial Contracting might support an argument that a defense could be furnished pursuant to a unilateral reservation of rights over the objection of the insured. See also Johansen v. Calif. State Auto. Ass'n Inter-Ins. Bureau, 15 Cal. 3d 9, 18, 538 P.2d 744, 750, 123 Cal. Rptr. 288, 294 (1975).
may not reserve the right to seek reimbursement of defense costs. The insurers can be expected to argue that the groundless, false or fraudulent clause only applies to claims that might be potentially covered; thus, a reservation of right to seek reimbursement of defense costs does not contravene any right enjoyed under the insurance policy. Judicial decisions conflict on this issue.

B. Waiver Of Coverage Defenses

The issuance of a reservation of rights letter generally limits the insurer to those coverage defenses stated in the original letter.

130. The majority view appears to be that a reservation of right to seek reimbursement need not be by bilateral agreement, but merely by communication of the insurer's intent to reserve the right to seek reimbursement. See Walbrook Ins. Co. v. Goshgarian & Goshgarian, 726 F. Supp. 777, 782-83 (C.D. Cal. 1989); Omaha Indem. Ins. Co. v. Cardon Oil Co., 687 F. Supp. 502, 504-05 (N.D. Cal. 1988). The minority view is that a reservation of rights on this ground must be pursuant to a bilateral agreement. Reliance Ins. Co. v. Alan, 222 Cal. App. 3d 702, 708-10, 272 Cal. Rptr. 65, 69-70 (1990).


132. A statement of the confusion surrounding the use of terms waiver and estoppel has been succinctly stated by one court:

As pointed out by Professor Langmaid . . . insurance cases have used the terms waiver and estoppel with less distinction than one would expect. He quotes Judge Cuthbert Pound . . . as follows:

The tendency on the part of the courts to treat insurance contracts as standing in a class by themselves and to protect against forfeitures invoked in defense of honest claims has led to much subtlety. As Professor Woodruff says “What do they know about the law of the insurance contract who only the law of contract know? . . .

While estoppel is a slippery enough term under ordinary circumstances, being frequently employed indifferently to cover estoppel by misrepresentation and
Thus, if an insurer fails to state certain grounds as possible bases for the lack of coverage, and undertakes the defense or causes the insured to detrimentally rely on the insurer, a waiver of such grounds may be found. Consequently, the reservation of rights letter should be reviewed carefully to determine what bases have been asserted and which possible grounds have not been asserted.

C. Entry Into Defense Funding Agreement

In entering into a defense funding agreement, the insured should consider whether entry into this type of agreement will enable the insured to obtain a prompt defense. Thus, the insured will want to consider whether the insurer’s demands that the insured participate
by paying a share of defense costs will enable the majority of the costs to be paid. If payments are made under these circumstances, the funding agreement should reserve the right to seek reimbursement in the event any party is found to be not obligated to pay defense costs. If an agreement between the insured and insurers cannot be obtained and a potential for coverage has been clearly demonstrated or is clearly absent, declaratory relief actions may be instituted. Both insurers and insureds have attempted to resolve these issues by motions for summary adjudication.

D. Appointment Of Counsel

Because of the insurer's potential objections to coverage, particular attention should be devoted to selecting counsel who is both competent and a specialist in environmental matters. Because of the complexity of environmental coverage issues, in cases of substantial magnitude, the insured should also consider appointing counsel who specializes in environmental matters. If counsel has been designated pursuant to agreement, or has been provided by the insurer, the insured may be required to retain separate counsel to address coverage issues on its behalf.

E. Interpretation Of Policy Provisions

An initial question arises as to the presumptions to be applied when interpreting ambiguous insurance policy provisions. As a general rule, insurance policies are referred to as contracts of adhesion and are interpreted against the insurer and in favor of coverage. Insurers often contend that this presumption is inapplicable if an insured is sophisticated and employs specialized brokers or insurance consultants, or if the insured participates in the

134. This position would seem to preserve all parties' rights and comports with those decisions holding the right to seek reimbursement must be by bilateral agreement. See supra note 130.

drafting of insurance policy provisions. Insureds respond that their sophistication or size is no reason to afford them less coverage than would otherwise be provided.

The standardization of policy provisions may be urged as a basis to hold insurers to the views expressed by joint insurer drafting organizations such as the Insurance Services Office (hereinafter ISO). It should be emphasized that the ISO drafted forms for numerous types of coverage, that acceptance of such forms was voluntary, and the records kept by this organization are extremely voluminous.

Insurers can be expected to argue that absent a showing of actual participation in drafting, ISO documents are irrelevant because of their merely advisory function. Insureds contend that evidence of the intent of the drafters when formulating provisions identical to those contained in a particular insurer’s policy may be relevant in determining the intent of the provision contained in the insurance policy. Some trial courts, faced with these voluminous ISO materials, have simply referred to them as “inconclusive.”

F. Carriers Without Pollution Exclusions

Insurance policies issued prior to the early 1970s may not include a pollution exclusion. If contamination-producing events

---


occurred prior to the introduction of the pollution exclusion, these policies may ultimately cover environmental claims in the absence of other coverage defenses. Some courts have reasoned that if events resulting in damage start during one policy period, the insurer of this policy is liable for all damage ultimately sustained as the result of this process, even if the damage is not finalized until after the expiration of the insurance policy. As such, if the insured acted to cause contamination during a policy that subsequently expired, coverage may be found to exist under that policy. Consequently, an insured may wish to determine whether contamination-producing events occurred in periods when insurance policies did not have pollution exclusions.

G. Is Damage During The Policy Period Necessary?

As noted above, insurers may contend that, in the absence of evidence of conduct by the insured and contamination occurring during the policy period, the insurer's duties to defend and indemnify cannot arise. Therefore, the insured should make every effort to determine which conduct occurred during a particular policy period when making demands against insurers.


If aggregate provisions are not included, most CGL policies determine the limits available by the number of occurrences. Insurance policies typically provide that continuous exposure to ongoing or similar conditions shall constitute one occurrence. Thus, if more than one occurrence is present, more than one set of limits may be available. However, CGL policies generally provide that damages arising out of continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same conditions shall be considered as arising out of one occurrence.

Dumping of contaminants over a period of time presents an issue as to the number of occurrences represented by such conduct. Where contamination is the result of a single instantaneous event, courts have little difficulty concluding that this event constitutes a single occurrence. In view of the occurrence definition, contamination caused by repeated conditions over a period of time may also be argued to constitute only a single occurrence. However, where contamination is the result of business practices over a period of time, or shipments on various dates, and a combination of other events, an insured may wish to contend multiple occurrences are present because doing so may increase the

---

141. The CGL policy typically provides:

> [T]he total liability of the company for all damages because of all property damages sustained by one or more persons or organizations as the result of any one occurrence shall not exceed the limit of property damage liability stated in the declarations as applicable to each occurrence.

ISO form GL 00 02 (1-73).

142. The CGL language provides:

> [F]or the purpose of determining the limit of the company’s liability, all bodily injury and property damage arising out of continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same general conditions shall be considered as arising out of one occurrence.

ISO form GL 00 02 (1-73).
policy limits applicable to the claim.\textsuperscript{143} Contentions regarding the number of occurrences may have the consequence of requiring multiple payments under primary insurance policies before excess insurance is called into play. The insured may want to establish a position on what constitutes the date of loss, since taking a position would have the consequence of specifying the involved insurers in the coverage dispute.

I. Stacking Of Policy Limits

Closely allied to determining the number of occurrences, the issue of computing policy limits when an insurer issues policies in effect for a multiple year period, involves resolving whether the limits are computed on the basis of number of years of coverage, or only on the basis of the number of occurrences presented.\textsuperscript{144} Obviously, it is in the insurer’s best interest to contend that only a single policy limit is applicable.

J. Applicability Of Personal Injury Or Broad Form Coverage

Another possible argument for coverage can be made if the insurance policy contains what is referred as “broad form” or “personal injury”\textsuperscript{145} coverage parts. This coverage provision may


\textsuperscript{145} The term “personal injury” is a term of art, and has a specialized meaning defined by the insurance policy which is different than the term “[B]odily injury.” This term is specified in the Broad Form General Liability Endorsement. The insuring agreement section provides: “The company will pay on behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages because of personal injury or advertising injury to which this insurance applies.” ISO form GL 04 04 (5-81) A typical provision defining “personal injury” states that:
be potentially applicable when damages are claimed on the basis of trespass, or where contamination interferes with the right of occupancy of premises. One major distinction between "personal injury" and the standard liability provision covering damages because of property damage or bodily injury is that damages need not be caused by an "occurrence." In addition, some insureds have maintained that the policy exclusions for pollution contained in the general liability coverage provision do not apply to the provision for personal injury coverage. However, a number of courts have rejected this contention.\textsuperscript{146}

\textit{K. Settlement Of Environmental Claims}

Generally, the longer that environmental proceedings are drawn out and the more that clean-up measures are delayed, the more expensive clean-up measures may become. Because of these factors, the business should consider the feasibility of essentially fixing the loss, by agreeing to fund the clean-up at a specified figure or percentage of projected exposure and then litigating the coverage issues at a subsequent date.

The extent to which the business may be ultimately liable, either because of uncertainties as to liability or ultimate clean-up cost, may make this type of funding agreement impossible. Under such circumstances, some insureds have contended that ongoing declaratory relief proceedings should be stayed. Insureds have also

\textit{personal injury} means injury which arises out of one or more of the following offenses committed in the conduct of the \textit{named insured}'s business:

(a) false arrest, detention or imprisonment, or malicious prosecution;
(b) the publication or utterance of a libel or slander or of other defamatory or disparaging material, or a publication or utterance in violation of an individual's right of privacy, except publications or utterances in the course of or related to advertising, broadcasting or telecasting activities conducted by or on behalf of the \textit{named insured};
(c) wrongful entry or eviction, or other invasion of the right of private occupancy

\textit{Id.} In contrast the definition of "bodily injury" states that "\textit{bodily injury} means bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained by any person which occurs during the policy period, including death at any time resulting therefrom." \textit{Id.}

contended that a declaratory relief action should be stayed if continuing discovery in the proceeding might establish facts that give rise to further liability on the part of the governmental entities. Parties who favor disclosure can be expected to argue for protective limitations on information rather than outright stays of declaratory relief proceedings, particularly when an insurer is asked to defend during the pendency of a stay and is thereby precluded from obtaining a resolution of the coverage controversy. Under these circumstances, some insureds have been asked to absorb the defense costs during this interim period, or have caused insurers to bear such costs without the ability to litigate whether the claim is in fact excluded from coverage. Other insureds have worked out a new funding agreement to cover responsibilities for fees during the stay period.

Insureds have agreed to accept payment of either all or a portion of policy limits on a loan receipt or a “buy-back” of the insurer’s responsibilities. Factors considered when reaching this agreement include the likelihood of other claims, the presence of aggregate limits, and the probability of successfully obtaining coverage under the policy. Where a loan receipt agreement is reached, the insured will generally still preserve claims against nonparticipating insurers. Where coverage disputes exist and the insurer has a uniform position on issues that relate to all environmental claims, an insurer may be able to make a settlement without compromising its position.

VI. CURRENT PROSPECTS FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Because of the numerous issues arising over coverage for environmental claims, litigation of these issues is likely to be costly

147. Under a loan receipt agreement, an insurer will typically loan the insured needed funds. The necessity for such an agreement may arise when certain insurers refuse to participate in a defense or funding of a settlement of clean-up actions. The agreement can provide that the insurer will participate in the prosecution of an action against other insurers, or payment of the funds loaned will occur out of proceeds of actions brought against nonparticipating insurers.

148. For example, an insurer may have a position as to date of occurrence or whether coverage exists for clean-up claims. In such instances, an insurer may not be willing to participate in any settlement because any payment made may be conflicting with such position.
and complex, involving multiple parties, voluminous documents, numerous witnesses, and complicated legal issues for resolution. As this Article has discussed, many of the issues await resolution by the courts, and a definite prediction as to whether coverage exists for a particular contamination caused injury often cannot be made. Because many of the coverage issues are likely to involve factual issues regarding the cause, nature, and extent of contamination and the mechanism which caused damages, coverage litigation will likely involve a repetition of the issues which allegedly rendered the insured liable for contamination-related injury, as well as new litigation into the intent of the parties as expressed in the insurance policies.

Discovery proceedings are likely to be time-consuming and expensive because of the numerous parties and voluminous documents involved. It is probable that insurers will have offices with potentially involved personnel in many locations within the United States as well as abroad, and thus discovery proceedings will involve many depositions in many jurisdictions, with associated travel expenses. Both the insured and the insurer can be expected to file numerous motions on discovery issues, as well as so called "dispositive motions" on issues as to whether a duty to defend exists, whether the claim is the result of an "occurrence," and whether the claims are foreclosed by various exclusions, particularly the pollution exclusion.

Because of the complexity of the legal issues and the likelihood that factual issues remain to be decided by the trier of fact, trial proceedings are also likely to be time-consuming and expensive. Trial proceedings present the parties with substantial uncertainties because of possible jury confusion, unexpected rulings either

149. For example, in the recently concluded Boeing v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. litigation, the jury was presented with a complex questionnaire to answer. The jury rendered a verdict seemingly holding that only half the potential policy periods were obligated to pay for the clean-up at the Western Processors site, which Boeing estimated to be in the $100,000,000 range. Apparently, the jury, who had been asked to determine whether the claims were expected and intended, and hence excluded, had a reached a Solomonic decision to "split the baby" and affix responsibility for clean-up on both sides. However, the jury did not, apparently, know of joint and several liability, which arguably made the insurers in the periods selected potentially responsible for the entirety of clean-up costs.
as to discovery, the evidence which may be offered at trial, or the ultimate verdict.

Because of the current uncertainties created by litigation and the time and expense involved, litigation is obviously not an alternative that either side would voluntarily select to resolve their disputes. However, because of the high stakes, and the "all or nothing" position taken by the parties, frequently no alternative other than litigation may be possible for dispute resolution. Costly and lengthy proceedings to resolve coverage disputes do not generally afford a prompt means to remedy contamination. A realistic evaluation of the nature and purpose of insurance, and flexibility by both sides, to arrive at interim solutions to enable funding without posturing would better facilitate dispute resolution.

To favor the public interest in dispute resolution, decisions accepted as reasonable by both parties must be made and a speedy dispute resolution process must be created. The starting point for any resolution to be perceived as "fair" requires communication of needed information by both insureds and insurers. Both insurers and insureds have, on occasion, objected to alternative dispute resolution.

VII. CONCLUSION

Whether coverage exists for environmental clean-up claims is subject to considerable uncertainty. Resolution of coverage issues will often turn on very technical legal arguments. Because of potential bases for non-coverage, both the insured and the insurers should recognize pragmatic considerations that favor resolving any coverage disputes to enable the clean-up proceedings to be concluded at the earliest opportunity. A fair and reasonable approach by both insureds and insurers toward establishing meaningful communication, coverage positions, and a prompt resolution of disputes may well reduce uncertainty as to environmental issues.